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According to sorne old fashioned theory regarding the rlations
with the press the important issue is to find ie wy of convincing
the journalists of the rightness of your cause so ht ley can then
be able to convince teir readers.

This way of dealing with the press is a istake in the nuclear field
like in any other field.

Why ?

a) As for the nuclear, like for any other opic, it is easier to be
against it rather than to be favourable to it; nd when someone has
no dfinite opinion like 90% of te journalists, he will be inclined to
reflect the natural tendency which i to be against something you
mistrust.

b) Journalists usually write about the trains which Tun off tile
metals rather than about te oes which are on ie. As long as the
nuclear won't be vulgarized it will be a appraised uect for te
press.

c) There are some journalists w] versed in the nclear field who
are not always systernatically favourable lo This idustry bt just a
few of tem are strongly opposed to it.

d) Trying to convince a fw undecided journalists, or with greater
reason hostile, of te benefits brought by h uclear idustry in
order to make them fight steadfastly and with enough talent so that
they ay be able to influence their reading public is totally
unrealistic (as a matter of ft less than oe Frenchman out of two
is reached by te press).

e) The eergy spent in trying to convince h journalists wo arc
against te nuclear worths respect but is completely wasted 
managing to convince a few of tent to bcome. uconcerned (or
even pronuclear) won't change anything. The essential ting is to
focus on the immense majority of journalists who hve no opinion
about nuclear and who don't reproach the nuclear idustry with its
nature rahter than with its mysteries.

f) Willing' to convince at all costs (that is to say everybody) is an
intellectual terrorism which consolidates those who pretend tat
nuclear engineers practise a tecnical terrorism.


